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In the era of "me too" and social media justice campaigns, women are 
finding their once silenced voices, en masse. The realities of climate 
disruption and food illiteracy are having a similar effect. Women, the 
traditional bringers of water and food, are speaking out about their stake in 
a place-based “good” food system.  
 
This case study shares a grass-roots, social-enterprise model built on the 
principles of environmental feminism and social inclusion to foster 
advocacy in rural and urban agriculture in British Columbia. Women's Food 
and Water Initiative (WFWI) seeks to weave traditional and contemporary 
knowledge to build resilience, and prepare our communities for a ‘soft 
landing’ in the event of a global food and water systems collapse. 
 
The WFWI face many challenges from land access, power relations, and 
persistent obstacles to knowledge sharing. Solutions are inspired by 
successful women cooperative farmers in the global community, WFWI 
builds capacity and overcomes systemic challenges through community 
organizing, self-educating, influencing policy, and stewarding resources. By 
talking, gathering, feasting, planning, co-mentoring, and understanding we 
create the collective cure for despair: together, as equals.  
 
Women's capacity to adapt and mitigate climate change is significantly 
compromised by unequal opportunity. Embedding a gendered approach to 
food security has the capacity to shift power relations, spur economic 
growth, and cultivate ‘regenerative agriculture’ into our current systems. 
Therefore, women’s perspectives need to be included in the conversation, 
particularly those who are most vulnerable. Their opinions and experiences 
can inform policy and practice, resulting in a more equitable and inclusive 
food system. The WFWI case study illustrates a locally appropriate solution 
to a global crisis by exploring the impacts of food and water insecurity on 
women in the Alberni Valley of British Columbia.  
 
Women need an edge, WFWI is that edge: it’s political, institutional, primal, 
and environmental. Each extreme event threatens, as ecosystems teeter 
on the verge of collapse, WFWI can provide opportunity for people to 



connect to the two wise permaculture principles; Care of the Earth and 
Care of People. 
 


